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Inbetweener's Event
Our first joint event for young people at the H.O.M.E Hub.
A young people's event was planned through the development of 6 Strategic youth work delivery
meetings with Barnsley youth services and young people reps at cross-organisation level.
Together we provided an event for young people, designed by young people where they can get
support and increased awareness of who organisations are and what they offer young people.
The aim of this event was to showcase how collectively we can support young people to develop
life skills through key transitions to adulthood and to promote diverse and cultural experiences
and understanding. On the 24th Feb Barnsley young people's services came together to facilitate
the event for 36 young people.
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Inbetweener's Event Feedback
Creative well-being and imagination gaming:
What did you enjoy and why?
·Colouring, it gave me time to catch up with people
·Creating funny words
·Playing games
·Creativity
·Colouring in
·The games were fun and not too hard
·A chance to settle into the event and chill whilst being creative
·I had the opportunity to be creative
·The rollercoaster games
·I enjoyed having fun and laughing and working out the clues
·I enjoyed being creative because I could do what I wanted
·Great games
·Painting and making things
·Playing the games
·I enjoyed playing with my new people
·Designing a title in the game
·Team building with other young people
·Doing something different
·Making funny words
·Good session to start with as no pressure

What did you learn?
·It was therapeutic
·How to describe a word
·To expand vocabulary
·About different imagination games
·How to draw on a tile
·Teamwork
·Playing a new game
·Making a name card
·To trust others and use my thinking brain
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Inbetweener's Event Feedback
New arrival awareness and equality and diversity:
What did you enjoy and why?
·It showed me the struggles people go through, so I had more awareness
·The realness of the topic and what people go through
·Knowing the difference between refugees and asylum seekers
·I enjoyed learning different statistics because it disproved everything I had heard in the media
·Knowing about the different word’s migrant, asylum seeker, refugee
·I really enjoyed this workshop, we talked about refugees and asylum seeking
·Ease of conversation
·Feeling more informed
·Different words to describe and what they mean, the difference in the words people use
·Learning new things and the interactive activities
·It was informative
·The collaborative parts in the activities
·It’s an important session and glad I had opportunity to access it
·The education of the subject
·I remember the statistics
Humanizing immigrants and teaching in a non-condescending way

What did you learn?
·How people can be treated better
·How the presentation showed us how to challenge perceptions
·Not as many immigrants enter the UK compared to other European countries/neighbouring
countries
·That I had a different view from what I first thought and more empathy
·That I can be aware between the differences between people
·That refugees are different to asylum seekers
·I learnt about a better understanding and why people move out of their country
·More informed on refugees and asylum seekers
·The actual day of asylum seeker
·The correct terms to use and real meanings
·Being more aware as it’s important
·Different words and the meanings behind them
·Impact of media
·Why people immigrate for different reasons
·That I can constructively challenge discrimination
·I have more understanding and knowledge around the topic now
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Inbetweener's Event Feedback
Sports and mental health:
What did you enjoy and why?
·How it involved everyone
·Fun
·Tones of laughs
·The games
·I enjoyed the hoop ball game because it was fun
·Team games with no pressure
·Playing the games
·I could exercise without thinking I am
·I enjoyed the activities
·I liked the skipping
·I enjoyed it because we got play different sports
·I enjoyed working as a team and being patient and competitive
·Learning more sports so I can do more
·Contributing to different activities, it wasn’t too serious
·Having fun in a big group
·I liked the great ideas and competitiveness of the games
·Having a laugh

What did you learn?
·How exercise can relieve symptoms if anxiety and mild depression
·That fitness can benefit your mental health
·Exercises I can do at home as coping mechanisms
·I’m not very good at push ups
·You don’t need to do it a lot
·It helps with mental health
·I learnt some exercises I can do at home
·How to get fitter and help my mental health
·New adaptive games I can use
·How physical health links to my mental health
·How sports help with mental health
·Links between physical activity and your mental health
·Exercises I can actually do at home
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Inbetweener's Event Feedback
High Street:
What did you enjoy and why?
·All the different services that came
·The wide variety of events and services that were there and that was on
·Choice
·Lots of different activities to do
·Very engaging
·How to budget when I move out
·Informative
·Feeling comfortable
·First time trying Caribbean food and I enjoyed it
·Dumplings
·Food
·I enjoyed walking around and talking to all the different workers/staff
·I really enjoyed the Black lives matters stall
·Variety of information
·Vegan cupcakes are nice
·The specialists in all the different stalls
·Sex ed
·The black history stall was informative
·The cake and cupcakes
·Name the red ball teddy with careers advice
·LGBT+ stall and awareness
·I enjoyed the food, trying new foods
·Learning about TIAG
·How the stalls had different people there to inform
·The food was nice

What did you learn?
·I knew a lot of the services that were there already
·How to keep myself protected
·Knowing different support networks and getting involved
·Black history
·Facts about the Black lives matters movement
·Information and awareness
·Local area services
·Careers advise
·New locations to attend for creativity
·About creative recovery and what they do and how I can join
·Health education
·About different services and what they do
·Different information
·How to get into different career options and how they can help
·Where to go to get careers advise
·Different contraception’s
·Sexual health awareness and being able to talk about the subject with someone who is non-judgmental
·All the opportunities
·I learnt more about sexual health
·About different services that are available
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Inbetweener's Event Feedback
Upcycling: Old toys into mutant creatures:
What did you enjoy and why?
·Destroying old toys because the old becomes the new
·Decapitating toy heads (this isn’t what you think)
·Creativity
·Chance to create ‘weird’ things without judgement
·Creativity and freedom
·New innovative and interesting ways to be creative
·I enjoyed the freedom to create whatever I wanted
·Imagination
·Expressing
·The creativeness of it
·Making my old teddy into a new toy
·The allowance of creativity
·Self-expression through imagination and creativity
·Openness to create what I wanted
·A chance to be wild
·Making a pig burger toy
·Taking frustrations out through safe use of saws and using tools

What did you learn?
·That old toys can become new ones
·Being able to create something out of very little
·Old trash can be made into something really good
·How to use a saw safely
·I am so creative
·Glue guns are hot
·I learnt to go wild and be creative
·How to be more creative
·Making things from old things
·How to mutate toys
·More soft toys to change and learn to stick
·It’s okay to be wild
·How upcycling is fun
·Therapeutic for me
·Using glue guns
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Inbetweener's Event Feedback
Cooking on a budget:
What did you enjoy and why?
·It was nice to see how everything came together
·Cooking methods
·Informative
·Useful
·Enjoyed demonstration
·Learning the different methods to create a curry
·I enjoyed working out how to cook on a budget when I move out and have to use money
·Learning a new recipe
·Watching how I could set up food
·How to chop up vegetables and ginger as I didn’t know before

What did you learn?
·How to cook a curry
·Some vegan recipes
·How to cook a meal cheap
·How to manage money
·How to make meals last long
·How to cook
·How to use a slow cooker
·Budgeting
·Slow cookers don’t blow up
·How to chop vegetables and their benefits
·Different super foods
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Inbetweener's Event Feedback
SEND and disability awareness:
What did you enjoy and why?
·It was very informative
·Being up representing my community
·Informative presentation
·Hearing about the impact of SEND
·Listening to personal stories
·Young people’s experiences
·It was good to be led by young people with experience
·I enjoyed learning about different disabilities
·I enjoyed knowing about dyspraxia as I didn’t know what it was before
·Hearing about people’s experiences
·The presentation and personal stories
·Opportunity to present it to young people
·Knowing more about the SEND Youth forum, and Ad astra and what they do
·Learning about different disabilities and experiences

What did you learn?
·That my own autism doesn’t have to be an issue in the future
·How to deliver a presentation that can educate people on SEND
·Different mental health condition
·Different impacts on real people lives
·How disabilities can influence a person
·Definitions
·About autism
·That I’m not alone
·Common misconceptions
·About different disabilities
·The importance to treat everyone with kindness
·I have the ability to present
·How to be more supportive to others
·Disabilities don’t define your future
·That there are other people in similar situations to me
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Inbetweener's Event Feedback
Substance misuse awareness
What did you enjoy and why?
·Learning about all the different types of drugs
·Very engaging
·Informative
·Learning about the different effects
·Engaging
·Illegal drugs
·The quiz
·Learning about misuse
·Being able to talk freely without judgement
·Supportive environment
·The session being non judgemental
·Learning about other drugs
·I enjoyed the quiz as it got you thinking
·Openness to be me

What did you learn?
·Safe procedures and side effects
·About different drugs
·Side effects
·Effects of different drugs
·Spiking checks
·The different effects
·More about drugs and their effects
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Feedback from young people:
What could have been better?
Young people told us they’d like a rotation at the start of the
day and more time in creative workshops.
For staff to review the group agreement in all workshops where
young people are aware that it’s okay to ask questions and
okay to get things wrong.
To incorporate even more activities in the sports and metal
health workshops such as football and dance.
Stalls to be more spread out and even more services and
support networks to attend.
Young people also told us they’d like a more practical, hands-on
cooking session where they can use the cooking equipment
themselves alongside more information around superfoods.
Young people spoke highly of the SEND session and that they
liked that it was young person lead.
Young people also told us it would be great for more youth led
sessions with a focus on a wider range of disabilities and that
this would also help with their presentation skills and
confidence.
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Feedback from Services and Organisations:
What did you enjoy?
All services working together and young people getting to know each other
across different groups. The whole event was organised so well, with different
services covering all areas of a young person's life. Services enjoyed the event
as it allowed the young people and providers to come together in an informal
setting and raise awareness on different subjects. Organisations enjoyed the
whole day, it was great to see young people and staff from different
organisations come together and actually getting to see people face to face
after a long 2 years of virtual!

Words to describe the day:
Multi team working - Fun - informative - relaxed - informative - fun - lively educational - informational - eventful - interesting - engaging - delicious!

About the space at H.O.M.E:
Services described the H.O.M.E venue as a safe space, chilled environment,
loved it, very welcoming, easily accessible, they loved the atmosphere that
H.O.M.E provides, said it felt relaxed, the environment was good. A good use of
different rooms, just right space available if needed. Layout of different
services was well organised and felt happy with space and number of
attendees. There was more than enough room to accommodate attendees
safely, did not feel my safety/ space was compromised. The space around
high-street stalls felt a little cramped at times but could be better with a little
rejig of tables for next time.
I certainly enjoyed the event and thought it was a success. A BIG THANK YOU!

Anything that could have been better:
Services said it would have been good to have more spaces available for young
people to break out if feeling overwhelmed, some said they would have
preferred it to be a shorter day as they had to leave early and missed some of
the different delivery, the set up for activities and stalls needs to be looked at
for future events to make it easier to walk around.
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